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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

All rights reserved. 

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

 Wigo Portable Camera Slider (SL-WG) 

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l

Wigo Slider 

Storage Pouch 

Available Sizes: 9",15" 
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 Attach your camera to the fluid head and
tighten the knob to secure it properly.

NOTE: You will see the marks on the width side 
of the slider. We recommend keeping the 
marks facing towards you for more effortless 
operation. 

NOTE: You can adjust the friction to the 
positive and negative sides. 

Camera Slider Setup 

 Mount the Wigo slider onto the tripod and
rotate it till it's tight. Attach your fluid head
(Not-Included) onto the camera platform.
Again, turn it till it's tight.

 The other side of the slider has a knob
underneath to lock and unlock the slider.

CAUTION: We strongly suggest keeping your 
slider locked when you are not using it. 

 There is a friction adjustment knob
underneath the slider; rotate it towards (+) to
increase the friction and get a more smooth
speed without instant speed drops.

 The slider has rubber feet to place it on a flat
surface.

Rubber Feet 

SUGGESTION: You may face alignment 
problems with some heads because of the 
center of gravity problem. In that case, we 
suggest using Z  Desktop Stand head. In 
addition, with Z-tilt's flexible design, you can 
shoot extreme tilt-ups and downs without 
falling down the system front or back. 

NOTE: You can lock the slider by rotating it 
towards the lock icon and turn it to the other 
side to unlock it. 
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YOUR PROAIM WIGO PORTABLE CAMERA SLIDER
ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 

Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our 

utmost support and care until you use our product.  

NOTE: Do not put much pressure on the sides, 
and do not over tighten the screws. 

 Adjust the right amount of friction and
operate the slider not by your hands but with
the whole body. This will have a much better
steady speed on your slider. The camera
platform should not have any play in it. If you
feel it has a little play, slightly loosen the four
screws on top of the camera platform, hold
the plate from the sides and re-tighten the
screws.




